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Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is a chronic 
sleep disorder characterized by recurrent, 
functional collapse during sleep of the 
velopharyngeal and/or oropharyngeal airway 
which leads to reduced or complete blockage of 
airflow despite breathing efforts. 

The gold standard for treating OSA is Continuous 
Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) which has 
shown improvement in sleep apnea quality of life 
index (SAQLI), improved systemic blood 
pressure control, reduced number of sleep-
related respiratory incidents), reduced healthcare 
utilization and costs, and decreased 
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality1.

Compliance remains the largest barrier in the 
treatment of OSA. Adequate CPAP therapy is 
defined as at least 4 hours/night >=70% of the 
time for at least 30 consecutive days. Studies 
have shown that as many as 46% of patients are 
non-compliant with their CPAP therapy within a 
span of one year from initial diagnosis.

REVAMP (Remote Veterans Apnea Management 
Platform) is a web and mobile application that 
facilitates remote diagnosis and management of 
OSA. It collects CPAP usage, establishes direct 
communication with a rural veteran and their 
healthcare team, provides OSA education and 
trouble shooting, and has a built-in questionnaire 
to assess the satisfaction of REVAMP by its 
users.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The enrollment and usage of REVAMP greatly 
benefits CPAP compliance among rural 
veterans compared to non-rural veterans not 
enrolled in REVAMP. Communication, 
transparency, and accountability are some of 
the factors that are thought to be the 
contributing factors to the positive impact of 
REVAMP on CPAP compliance rates. The 
satisfaction that was determined by the 
questionnaire further demonstrates the utility of 
REVAMP in managing and understand OSA 
and CPAP. Some limitations include the date 
ranges for determining CPAP usage, lack of 
long-term analysis, and confounding variables 
like comorbidities that have not been explored 
by this study.

Introduction

Results

  

Research Question

Materials and Methods 

What is the influence of (REVAMP) on the 
compliance of CPAP and perception of sleep 
health care delivered through virtual care for 
Obstructive Sleep Apnea among rural
veterans in Arizona?

Table 1: Subject CPAP Compliance

Figures 1-4: REVAMP Questionnaire Responses
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Summary

• There was statistical significance in 
overall CPAP usage percentage, CPAP 
usage >=4 hours per night, and overall 
CPAP compliance rate between the 
REVAMP population and the baseline 
population

• Overall, veterans using REVAMP were 
very satisfied with the REVAMP 
service which met their needs and would 
recommend it again and to others

All CPAP devices are equipped with wireless monitoring capability with data stored and forwarded 
to both the Resmed Airview database and REVAMP platform. From January 2019 to November 
2020, we prospectively collected the CPAP compliance data from 51 random rural veterans of 
Arizona enrolled in REVAMP and 50 random non-rural veterans of Arizona not enrolled in 
REVAMP, which serves as the baseline population. Both patient populations are veterans from the 
Phoenix VA Health Care System. Rural status was determined by each patient’s zip code status. 
We collected the CPAP usage (%), the CPAP usage >4 hours/night (%), and the rate of 
compliance (Y/N) between rural veterans enrolled in REVAMP and non-rural veterans in the 
Resmed Airview database. 
REVAMP includes a short patient satisfaction questionnaire. We collected survey responses to 
determine veteran acceptability and satisfaction with their virtual care. Of the 51 randomly 
selected subjects from the REVAMP group, only 17 subjects answered all questionnaire 
questions. 


